
 

 

 

 

Practicing Session 2015-16 

Feedback from Teachers of School 

Total Number of students:  197 

1. Stops sustained minor misbehavior. 

2.  Uses effective, appropriate actions for major misbehavior. 

3.  Deals with serious inattention. 

4.  Values/supports student diversity and addresses individual needs. 

5. Engenders student interest.  

6. Maintains learner involvement throughout the lesson. 

7. Demonstrates respect for students and fosters mutual understanding. 

 

Practicing Session 2016-17 

Feedback from Teachers of School 

Total Number of students:  194 

1. Discipline was well maintained by the pupil teachers in the school. 

2. A test should be taken by pupil teacher after covering one topic. 

3. Pupil teachers had good coordination with their group head. 

4. Focus should be laid on a clearing the basic concept of the pupils. 

5. Pupil teachers nicely performed their duties in the school. 

6. Activities were well organized. 

7. Pupil teachers motivated the school students. 

 

 



Practicing Session 2017-18 

Feedback from Teachers of School 

Total Number of Students: 198 

1. Teacher practice was found satisfactory, impressive 

2. Punctuality was observed 

3. Mastery over content  

4. Motivation was provided in the form of prize by the students 

5. Handwriting should improve on Black-board 

6. Improvement in communication skills 

7. Need to improve pronunciation 

8. Should use more examples to explain the content 

9. Fully satisfied by the teaching practice 

10. Students used ICT to teach during 

11. The subject teacher shared their own experience to motivate the students 

 

Practicing Session 2018-19 

Feedback from Teachers of School 

Total Number of Students: 196 

1. Discipline was well maintained by the pupil teachers in the school. 

2. A test should be taken by pupil teacher after covering one topic.   

3. Pupil teachers had good coordination with their group head. 

4. Focus should be laid on a clearing the basic concept of the pupils. 

5. Pupil teachers nicely performed their duties in the school. 

6. Activities were well organized. 

7 Pupil teachers motivated the school students. 

8. Individual attention was paid by pupil teachers. 

 


